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A general model to describe the operation of intermediate band solar cells~IBSCs!, incorporating a
significant number of physical effects such as radiative coupling between bands, and impact
ionization and Auger recombination mechanisms, is presented in equivalent circuit form. The model
is applied to IBSC prototypes fabricated from InAs quantum dots structures to determine the value
of the circuit elements involved. The analysis shows evidence of splitting between the conduction
and intermediate band quasi-Fermi levels, one of the fundamental working hypotheses on which
operation of the IBSC depends. The model is also used to discuss the limitations and potential of this
type of cell. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1760836#

I. INTRODUCTION

Intermediate band~IB! solar cells1 have been proposed
as a means of exploiting below-band-gap photons to generate
additional current beyond that corresponding to band-to-
band generation. Furthermore, in IB solar cells, the addi-
tional current produced by the absorption of these subgap
photons is intended to be delivered at a voltage close to the
semiconductor band gap and therefore, above the energy dif-
ference between either the IB level~or band! and the valence
band~VB!, or the IB level and the conduction band~CB!.

There may be several mechanisms capable of promoting
an electron from the VB to the CB via the intermediate band.
Regardless of the mechanism, basic thermodynamic reasons2

require that the global process of pumping an electron from
the VB to the CB through the IB requires the absorption of
two photons. The most obvious one1 involves the absorption
of two consecutive below-band-gap energy photons to in-
duce a transition from the VB to the IB and from there, to the
CB @processes labeled ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ in Fig. 1~a! to which the
ordinary, single photon generation process ‘‘3’’ directly be-
tween the CB and the VB has been added#. Alternatively, an
impact ionization mechanism,3,4 in which the energy of an
electron returning from the IB to the VB is used to pump
another electron from the IB to the CB@as shown by process
‘‘4’’ in Fig. 1 ~a!# can also take place. Note that two photons
are also needed in this case: one, as before, to pump an
electron from the VB to the IB and another, to pump a sec-

ond electron from the VB to the IB. Then, an electron from
the IB can subsequently relax back to the VB, releasing its
energy via impact ionization to an electron in the IB which is
pumped to the CB. As anticipated, the net result of these
processes, in the stationary state, is a single electron being
pumped from the VB to the CB.

It is worth remembering that all the processes that are
the reverse of those explicitly indicated in Fig. 1~a! ~lumi-
nescent photon emission and Auger recombination! must co-
exist as required by detailed balance arguments.

The achievement of a high output voltage requires that
three different quasi-Fermi levels appear in the excited
material,1 one each for both the VB and the CB, as in ordi-
nary semiconductors, and one for the IB. The complete de-
vice is realized by sandwiching the IB material between two
ordinary semiconductors without an IB, onep type and the
othern type. This has been represented in Fig. 1~b! where the
three quasi-Fermi levels,e, have been labeled with the suf-
fixes FC, FI, and FV to relate them to the electrons in the
CB, IB, and VB respectively. The output voltageVCV is re-
lated to the difference between the CB and VB quasi-Fermi
levels at then andp contacts respectively,

VVC5
eFC2eFV

e
, ~1!

where e is the electron charge. The differences between
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quasi-Fermi level pairs,eFX2eFY , are also the chemical po-
tentials m of the photons emitted by electroluminescence
with the diode forward biased.

The maximum theoretical efficiency of an ideal IB solar
cell is 63.2%, exceeding the 40.7% of ordinary single gap
solar cells.1

In a series of papers,3–7 several different phenomena in
IB solar cells have been studied. In Sec. II, these are repre-
sented in equivalent circuit form. In Sec. III, experimental
data obtained from the characterization of intermediate band
solar cells~IBSCs! manufactured from InAs quantum dot
structures is used to fit the parameters involved in the circuit
description and to gather information about the performance
of the IBSCs. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV

II. INTERMEDIATE BAND SOLAR CELL EQUIVALENT
CIRCUIT

The ideal model of the IBSC was initially described in
Ref. 1. Later, the model was successively generalized to in-

clude elements of nonideality such as the existence of over-
lap between absorption coefficients5–7 and the dual presence
of impact ionization and Auger recombination phenomena.3,4

Figure 2 represents all these combined effects in equivalent
circuit form. In particular, the branches of the circuit labeled
as impact Augerare the ones contributing when the above
mentioned impact ionization and Auger mechanisms are
present. All the elements of the circuit and their relationship
to their physical origin are described in Table I.

The relation between the mathematical expression of
some of the circuit elements and their corresponding physi-
cal models is not evident at first sight. The references given
above should be consulted for the necessary details.

The treatment of Ref. 5 has been modified slightly to
take into account room temperature illumination of the cell,
previously ignored, given the inclusiveness of the reverse
currents of the diodes appearing in the circuit.

A few additional comments are necessary to assist the
comprehension of the elements described in Table I. Suffixes
(a,b,c) or XY can take any one of the valuesCV, CI, and
IV and refer to the transitions between theX band~conduc-
tion, intermediate, or valence! and theY band.

Current through the diodes is assumed to be of the form

JXY5J0,XYS exp
eVYX

kT
21D , ~2!

where VYX is the voltage difference between the circuit
nodes across which the diode is connected. In the formulism
given here, current refers to current density. The exponential
form appearing in Eq.~2! reveals that the Boltzmann ap-
proximation, also equivalent to neglecting stimulated photon
emission,8 is used to describe both the electron and photon
statistics.

H/A is theview factor~also calledétendueor multilinear
Langrage invariant! per unit area.9 The differential element is
dH5n2dÃ cosudA, wheren is the index of refraction of the
medium through which the light is propagating,dÃ
5sinudwdu is the element of solid angle of the bundle of
rays entering or exiting the cell face involved,dA is the
element of cell surface area, andu is the angle of the elemen-
tary bundle of rays with the cell surface. This element must
be integrated over the angular divergence of the bundle of
rays involved. Thus, for example, rays coming from the sun,
in a cone of angleus normal to the cell surface, have a view
factor of H/A5p sin2 us. For luminescent light leaving the
cell isotropically, the view factor isH f /A5p for the front

FIG. 1. ~a! Simplified band-gap diagram including an intermediate band to
show the different generation processes between bands.~b! Simplified band-
gap diagram of a complete IBSC structure in which the IB material has been
sandwiched between two emitters. Quasi-Fermi level splitting is also shown.

FIG. 2. Equivalent circuit of the IBSC.
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face ~where the rays escape to the air!, andHr /A5n2p for
the rear face~where the rays escape to the semiconductor
substrate of refractive indexn!. In the experimental cells,
H/A5(11n2)p.

The complexity of the circuit is due to the fact that some
luminescent photons, emitted by the solar cell as a conse-
quence of a radiative recombination mechanism, for ex-
ample, transitions between the CB and the VB, may be re-
absorbed through another kind of transition, for example,
between the VB and the IB. In the absence of such transi-
tions,bXY,ZW

6 50 and the circuit would greatly be simplified.
In addition, if the impact-Auger branches are also neglected,
the circuit reverts to the one proposed in Ref. 10.

In addition, the circuit will be further complicated if di-
odes with ideality factors different from 1 are included in
parallel with the existing ones to model, for example, nonra-
diative recombination phenomena in the space charge re-
gions. This is a trivial generalization of the circuit. Instead,
for greater generality to cover other nonradiative recombina-
tion phenomena, the lifetimestC andtV , and even the emit-
ter recombination termsJON andJOP are introduced~all fit-
ting parameters, in reality!. If necessary, these terms might
even be considered nonconstant and dependent on the injec-
tion level.

The model involves the absorption coefficientsaXY of
optical transitions between bandsX and Y. Figure 3 illus-
trates a simplified version of these absorption coefficients
that will also be used in subsequent calculations.

The functiona is the absorbance of the cell whose value
is also given in the Table I. The parameterz appearing in it is
the average path length of the rays when they travel across
the IB region. In most cases it is justW, the thickness of the
cell, but in some instances, for example, if the cell surface is
textured so that rays are reflected back by total internal re-
flection it may be much longer,11 up to z54pnr

2WA/H
where the view factor corresponds to the bundle of lumines-
cent light rays escaping from the cell.

The termsJXY,ZU
int andJXY,ZU

ext in Table I can also be given
physical meaning. When a luminescent photon is emitted by
the decay of an electron from a higher to a lower energy
band—say bandsZ andU—it may be reabsorbed producing
an upwards transition between the same two bands. Then,
both processes cancel out. This takes place in ordinary semi-
conductors, where only two bands exist, or if the absorption
coefficientsaXY andaZU do not overlap. On the contrary, in
most IB materials, this photon may be reabsorbedinternally
by transitions between another two bands, sayX and Y.

FIG. 3. Simplified absorption coefficients to describe the optical transitions
in an IBSC.

TABLE I. Description of the elements that constitute the equivalent circuit
of the intermediate band solar cells.

Total contribution to the photocurrent of the transitions
from the valence band to the conduction band:

JL,CV5eGCV
ext1eGEN1eGEP , ~T1!

whereeGEN is the contribution by the front emitter;eGEP is the
contribution by the rear emitter;eGCV

ext is the contribution by the
intermediate band region

IB to CB photogenerated current:

JL,CI5eGCI
ext . ~T2!

VB to IB photogenerated current:

JL,IV5eGIV
ext . ~T3!

DiodesDXY reverse saturation currents:

J0,CV5JCV,CV
ext 1J0,N1J0,P , ~T4!

J0,CI5JCV,CI
ext 1JCI,CI

ext 1JJV,CI
int 1eneqW/tC , ~T5!

J0,IV5JCV,IV
ext 1JCI,IV

int 1JIV,IV
ext 1epeqW/tV , ~T6!

whereJ0,N , contribution from the recombination in the front emitter;
J0,P , contribution from the recombination in the rear emitter;eneqW/tC ,
contribution from other nonradiative recombination mechanisms between
the CB and the IB;epeqW/tV , contribution from other nonradiative
recombination mechanisms between the IB and the CB.

Reverse saturation current for diodesDK

J0,K5ecApeqmeq
2 U/A. ~T7!

Current gain factors:

ba,b
6 5~Ja,b

int 6Jc,b
ext!/J0,b , ~T8!

with a, b, c taking the valuesCI, IV, or CV

Auxiliary functions:

GXY
ext5E aXYaNphl /~aCV1a IV1aCI!de,

Ja,b
int 5ZintE aaab exp~2e/kT!e2/~aCV1aIV1aCI!de,

Ja,b
ext5ZextE ~H f1Hr !aaaab

~aCV1a IV1aCI!
2

3expS2e

kTDe2de.

Definitions:

Zint58epnr
2W/~h3c2!.

Zext52e/~Ah3c2!.
aXY , absorption coefficient related to optical transitions
between bandX andY.
a512exp@2(aCV1aCI1aIV)z#; absorbance of IB material.
Nphl , Spectral photon irradiance in excess of thermal
radiation reaching the IB material from illumination
external to the IB region.
W, thickness of IB region.
nr , refraction index of IB material.
h, Planck’s constant.
k, Boltzmann’s constant.
c, speed of light in vacuum.
e, electron charge.
T, temperature of the cell.
e, photon energy.
A, area of the cell.
H f (r ) , Étendue of the photons emitted from the front~rear!
surface.
peq , equilibrium hole concentration in VB.
neq , equilibrium electron concentration in CB.
meq , equilibrium electron concentration in IB.
tC , lifetime associated to other nonradiative recombination
mechanisms between the CB and the IB.
tV , lifetime associated to other nonradiative recombination
mechanisms between the IB and the VB.
cA , Auger & impact ionization component.
U, Volume of the cell.
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JXY,ZU
int accounts for this mechanism. TermsJXY,XY

int do not
appear in Table I because they are self-canceling.

However, photons can escape from the cell~luminescent
photons! before reabsorption can take place.

JXY,ZU
ext would then account for them, representing elec-

trons disappearing as radiative recombination from bandZ to
U that, after being reabsorbed by means of a transition from
bandY to X, are effectively emitted to theexteriorwhen they
recombine back from bandX to Y. Therefore, terms of the
type JXY,XY

ext are possible.
Finally, the luminescent emission from IB material is

characterized by the existence of three main emission peaks,
one related to each of the three existing bands and located
near the absorption edges represented in Fig. 3. The number

of photons emitted per unit of time associated with radiative
transitions between bandX andY,6 Nph

XY is given by

Nph
XY5

1

e
~JCV,XY

ext 1JCI,XY
ext 1JIV,XY

ext !expS eVYX

kT D . ~3!

III. APPLICATION OF MODEL TO EXPERIMENTAL
DATA

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the application
of the equivalent circuit model to experimental devices, in
order to obtain both the value of the parameters involved and
to gather information about the cell performance.

The structure of the experimental devices is illustrated in
Fig. 4~a!. The intermediate band12,13 arises from coupling of
the electron energy levels of individual dots. The dots are
made of InAs, are embedded in GaAs, and are grown by
molecular beam epitaxy~MBE! using the Stranski-Krastanov
~S-K! growth mode.14 The IBSC structure consists of ten
quantum dot layers giving a total thickness of 100 nm for the
IB region. GaAs solar cells, with identical structure but with-
out the quantum dot layers, have also been fabricated as
control cells. Figure 4~b! shows an atomic force microscope
~AFM! image of InAs quantum dots~QDs! for a sample
grown by MBE under conditions similar to those used for the
growth of the IBSC structures.

The circuit model parameters are extracted partly from
basic experimental measurements; the current-voltage char-
acteristic, the electroluminescence spectra, and the quantum

FIG. 4. ~a! Prototype of an IB solar cell implemented with InAs quantum
dot layers.~b! AFM image of InAs QDs for a sample grown by MBE under
conditions similar to those used for the growth of the IBSC structures.

FIG. 5. Current-voltage characteristics under one-sun illumination of an
IBSC fabricated from InAs QDs and a GaAs control cell.

FIG. 6. Electroluminescence spectra obtained with an excitation current
density of 5 A cm22 at room temperature.

FIG. 7. Quantum efficiency of the GaAs control and IBSC~QD! sample.
Results from staircase absorption coefficient model are also shown.
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efficiency of the cells~illustrated in Figs. 5–7!. The value of
other parameters, for example, the GaAs absorption coeffi-
cient and some other structural information, has been taken
from established data. The complete set of parameters is
listed in Table II.

The absorption coefficients are assumed to have the
square shape indicated in Fig. 3, and are thus defined by
giving their values in the flat regions (aCV , aCI , anda IV)
together with the corresponding cut-off energies.

The current-voltage characteristics of both the GaAs
control and the IBSC cells are presented in Fig. 5 for one-sun
illumination ~100 mW cm22!. They have been measured us-
ing a xenon solar simulator calibrated against a silicon cell
used to set up the one-sun reference illumination level.

The data from the electroluminescence spectra allow the
absorption edge of the IB-VB transition (l IV51187 nm or
e IV51.04 eV) and that of the CB-VB transition (lCV

5880 nm oreCV51.41 eV, which corresponds also to the
band gap of doped GaAs! to be determined. The absorption
edge of the CB-IB transition is then taken as the difference
between the two (eCI50.37 eV). These values have also
been represented in Fig. 3. For the process that follows of
fitting parameters to the circuit elements, a knowledge of this
emission in relative units is required. Hence, the fact that the
real photon emission towards the rear substrate isnr

2 times
higher than the emission via the front surface becomes irrel-
evant.

The simplified step-wise absorption coefficients in Fig. 3
also lead to a step-wise quantum efficiency~QE! profile, as
shown in Fig. 7. For fitting purposes, a constant averaged
quantum efficiency equal to 0.05 has been taken as represen-
tative of the cell response in the 867–1127 nm wavelength
interval.

The process of extracting the circuit parameters starts
with the current-voltage characteristic of the GaAs control
cell. Its equivalent circuit is composed only of the current
generatorI L;CV and the diodeDCV . The values of the light
intensity and J0N1J0P are tuned until the experimental
short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage of the cell are
~approximately! obtained. These values are used for the QD
cells since it is assumed they are not modified by the intro-
duction of the quantum dots.

The value fora IV is obtained from the QE measurement,
particularly from the response of the QD cell in the 880–
1197 nm range. It is worth mentioning that, even in the ideal
case of nonoverlapping absorption coefficients, current can
be extracted from the cell in this wavelength range when
performing QE measurements. In this case, the external pho-
ton pumps an electron from the VB-IB while thermal radia-
tion, due to the low value of the band gapeCI and the fact
diodeDCI becomes biased in reverse, suffice to provide the
second photon~or, in circuit terms, the reverse saturation
current of the diodeDCI suffices for not blocking the photo-
generated currentI L,IV). Conversely,aCI , cannot be deter-
mined but for most purposes its effect is of minor impor-
tance. Therefore,a IV is set to the value required to obtain a
QE50.05 in the wavelength range of interest. For compari-
son, two different values foraCI : equal toa IV ~case A! and
1/10 of a IV ~case B! have been selected.

Finally, the values of the lifetimestC andtV are chosen
to fit simultaneously the open circuit voltage of the QD cell
and theeNph

IV /eNph
CV ratio.

The outcomes of the fitting procedure are summarized in
Table II. The experimental values are listed first, followed by
the fitting parameters described above and finally the results
of the fitting. The fitting is found to be good for both two
cases A and B.

Under the column labeled ‘‘radiative’’ in Table II, the
effects ofJON1JOP , tC and tV have been removed. Also,
the thickness of the QD region has been enlarged to 150 QD
layers~1500 nm!, to increase the absorption of light. How-
ever, the nonradiative processes associated with kinetic en-
ergy transfer, namely, impact ionization and the Auger
mechanisms, are retained.

The most important conclusion from Table II is that a
split between the CB and IB quasi-Fermi levels does exist.

TABLE II. Summary of the data used to obtain the equivalent circuit for the
quantum dot intermediate band solar cell prototypes. Cases A and B differ in
the value assumed for the absorption coefficientaCI . The radiative case
consists of an extrapolation of the QD performance to its radiative limit.

GaAs
control

~no QDs!

With
QDs

~Case A!

With
QDs

~Case B!
Radiative

extrapolation

Measured values
JSC (mA cm22) 23.8 24.0 ¯

VOC (V) 0.839 0.666 ¯

eNph
IV /eNph

CV
¯ 0.0211 ¯

QE
~867–1127 nm!

¯ 0.05 ¯

Assumed values
W (nm) ¯ 100 1500
aCV (cm21) 105 105 105

aCI (cm21) ¯ 5.53103 5.53102 5.53103

KA (A cm22) ¯ 2.3310218 3.5310217

Fitting parameters
e* Nph1(e)de
~mA cm22!@
each range

25 25 25

J0,N1J0,P 2.0310216 2.0310216 0
a IV (cm21) 5.531013 5.531013 5.531013

tC (s) 4.031029 4.031029 `
tV (s) 9.5310212 9.5310212 `

Fitting results
JSC (mA cm22) 25.0 26.28 26.32 35.1
VOC (V) 0.857 0.667 0.665 0.998
eNph

IV /eNph
CV

¯ 0.021 0.021 0.054
QE
~867–1127 nm!

0.0521 0.0534 0.404

Quasi-Fermi level split
eVCI (eV)
at J55 A cm22

¯ 0.154 0.154 0.203

eVIV (eV)
at J55 A cm22

¯ 0.921 0.922 1.188

eVCI (eV)
at V50

¯ 2.831023 2.631023 6.831022

eVCI (eV) at
J50

¯ 3.131022 3.031022 0.111

eVCI (eV)
at J50

¯ 0.668 0.665 0.998
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This justifies the choice of QDs for the implementation of
the IBSC concept over quantum well nanostructures. The
physical effect that enables this split is known as the phonon
bottleneck effect. It is believed to prevent electrons from
relaxing quickly from the CB to the confined energy level
~band!, although it is the subject of much controversy with as
many references in favor as against.15

Once the fitting parameters have been obtained, it is pos-
sible to calculate the value of the circuit elements. The re-
sults are shown in Table III for the cases A and ‘‘radiative.’’
The dominant component, accounting for at least 99% of the
total, is listed. The values of circuit elements that carry at
least 1% of the largest branch current are written in boldface.

For case A, the dependent current generators are found
to make a small contribution to the circuit currents, so that a
circuit with diodes and light dependent generators only pro-
vides a good description of the cell. Physically, it also im-
plies that coupling between bands through reabsorption
mechanisms is small. In contrast, almost all the circuit
branches are necessary for the radiative case.

The impact ionization terms (JK,IV in Fig. 2! play a role
in the radiative case under open-circuit conditions. This is
deduced by comparing the value ofKA to J0,IV . On the other
hand, the Auger recombination term,JK,CI , plays a negli-
gible role given the low value ofKA compared toJ0,CI . In
case A, none of these kinetic-energy transfer mechanisms
plays a noticeable role.

The equivalent circuit for the ‘‘radiative’’ case~including
the impact-Auger branches! can be used to explore the po-
tential of the present QD IBSCs. It can be shown that an IB
solar cell based on the radiative case is characterized by a
short-circuit current of 35.08 mA cm22, an open-circuit volt-
age of 0.934 V and to a maximum power output at one sun of
27.37 mW cm22. The GaAs reference cell can also be taken
for comparative purposes to its radiative limit. This leads to
a short-circuit current of 24.95 mA cm22, an open-circuit-
voltage of 1.098 V and a maximum power output, at one sun
of 24.40 mW cm22.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Circuit representations of the equations that govern the
operation of intermediate band devices have been presented,
in which the voltage differences corresponds to the quasi-
Fermi level split between bands. The independent current
generators represent carrier generation caused by external il-
lumination while the current-dependent ones model coupling
between bands due to light reabsorption or impact ionization
mechanisms. Diodes represent recombination processes, in-
cluding those of a nonradiative nature.

The circuit has been used to describe the operation of
IBSC prototypes fabricated from InAs quantum dots. Circuit
parameters have been obtained by fitting them to experimen-
tal data obtained from cell current-voltage characteristics,
photon emission spectra, and quantum efficiency or by the-
oretical calculations.

The analysis of the circuit has revealed evidence that the
quasi-Fermi levels of the conduction and intermediate bands
are separated, even for the present IB solar cells in which
nonradiative recombination processes dominate. This is a
very important result because it supports the fundamental
theory underlying the operation of the IBSC. In addition, the
importance of impact ionization mechanisms compared to
radiative ones can be assessed. It is negligible in the proto-
type cells and small but detrimental in ideal cells of the same
materials.
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TABLE III. Values of the circuit elements~currents are in A cm22 and voltages in V!.

Circuit
element

Case A Radiative extrapolation

Value
Dominant

contribution Value
Dominant

contribution

JL,CV 2.503 1022 eGEN 2.5031022 eGEN

JL,IV 1.323 1023 eGIV
ext 1.0131022 eGIV

ext

JL,CI 2.663 1023 eGCI
ext 2.4231022 eGCI

ext

J0,CV 2.003 10216 J0,N1J0,P 8.86310221 JCVCV
ext

J0,IV 5.583 10213 epeqW/tV 4.61310216 JIVIV
ext

J0,CI 1.163 1022 eneqW/tC 1.1131023 JCICI
ext

b IV,CV
1 1.163 1025 b IV,CV

1 3.44 b IV,CV
1

bCI,CV
1 1.163 1025 bCI,CV

1 3.44 bCI,CV
1

bCV,CI
2 1

b IV,CI
2 1.493 10214 (JIV,CI

int 2JIV,CI
ext )/J0,CI 2.72310212 (JIV,CI

int 2JIV,CI
ext )/J0,CI

bCV,IV
2 1

bCI,IV
2 3.093 1024 (JIV,CI

int 2JIV,CI
ext )/J0,IV 7.6631021 (JIV,CI

int 2JIV,CI
ext )/J0,IV

KA 2.253 10218 J0,K 3.54310217 J0,K
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